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CHAPTER 1

DROUGHT HISTORY AND RECONSTRUCTIONS FROM TREE

RINGS

Introduction

Periods of short -term or prolonged deficiencies in precipitation, generally known as

droughts, are common occurrences in global climatic regimes and it would be rare indeed to

find a time when the earth was drought free. Even so, it is difficult to define drought in

terms that would apply in all circumstances. For example, Sastri, Krishna and Rao (1982)

reported finding no less than 60 definitions of drought in the literature, based on the nature

of water requirements and the time of need for plants and animals.

There are, then, both technical and practical definitions of drought. For the former,

meteorologists would consider drought in terms of the number of rainless days or

precipitation deficits over a specific period of time. When describing the drought of 1930,

for example, Henry (1930) considered drought to exist when the rainfall for a period of 21

days or longer was but 30 percent of the average for a particular time and place. From a

practical standpoint, "agricultural drought" might exist when precipitation has been insufficient

to maintain soil moisture levels and crops suffer decreased production or failure. Along the

same line, "hydrologic drought" would be an appropriate definition when surface water or

groundwater supplies decline to the point where human and animal populations are adversely

affected. To summarize, droughts are perhaps most meaningfully defined in terms of water

need, defined here to include economic demand for municipal, industrial, agricultural and

other uses, as well as physiological needs of plants and animals (including humans), and

ecosystems. However, Thomas (1962) cautions against defining drought strictly on the basis

of water need because precipitation alone is never fully satisfactory for man, animals or plants

due to variability in amount, time and space.

The concept of drought differs in humid and semiarid or arid regions. A humid region

resident may perceive most of the southwestern United States to be in a state of permanent

drought. This is indeed true if drought is measured in terms of rainfed agriculture, trees and
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pasture rather than native vegetation. In the Southwest, agricultural crops must be irrigated,

either from surface or groundwater sources, and agricultural uses throughout the region

institute the overwhelming consumptive uses of water -- not less than 89 percent in any of

the semi -arid states in 1980 (USGS, 1984). Most of the surface water available for irrigation

comes from winter precipitation in the form of spring snowmelt, and must be stored in

reservoirs for use during the growing season. Unless storage is adequate to supply demands

for several years, surface water users are more vulnerable to short- duration droughts than

those who depend on groundwater. In time, however, accumulated moisture deficiencies will

affect groundwater availability and create problems of supply.

It should be emphasized that the amount of precipitation alone cannot be used to

define drought in practical terms. Rather it is the discrepancy between the amount and

distribution of precipitation and that returned to the atmosphere by evaporation and

transpiration that is the determinant of soil moisture availability and ultimately of streamflow

and groundwater recharge.

Soil moisture is the critical parameter for ecosystem components dependent on natural

conditions, and is also a factor in irrigation demands on groundwater and surface waters.

Streamflows are critical to seasonal, annual and multi -year surface water availability for

withdrawals, instream uses and storage, and in the long -term for recharge to underground

supplies.

Although droughts are related to changes in large -scale atmospheric circulation, the

exact combination of circumstances that result in extended periods of dry weather are not

clearly understood. Until these parameters are more clearly defined, the most logical

approach to assessing drought as a factor in western water management is to examine past

records to see if there is any pattern in the recurrence of drought. Unfortunately the period

of instrumented records of precipitation and streamflow is not long enough to verify the cyclic

aspects of drought. Proxy data sources must then be employed that might reflect past climatic

conditions.

The most commonly used sources of proxy data are stratified sediments in streams,

lakes and swamps; pollen profiles; layered ice cores; and tree rings. Although data for

climatic reconstructions from tree rings do not extend as far back in the past as the other
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sources, the tree -ring data can be accurately dated as to the year of ring formation, and does

preserve both low and high frequency variations. Also, tree -ring data can be more easily

collected and replicated as compared to other proxy data sources.

Tree -ring data are useful for climatic and hydrologic reconstructions because the

annual growth rings of tree species growing in temperate and sub -polar regions reflect

environmental conditions of the sites upon which they grow and integrate them with genetic

and physiologic factors to produce rings of varying widths. In temperate climates, ring widths

generally reflect moisture conditions during and prior to individual growing seasons. Narrow

rings are produced when moisture is deficient and correspondingly wider rings when moisture

supplies are adequate for growth.

The discipline concerned with the use of tree rings for dating past events is known

as Dendrochronologv. Two subdisciplines, Dendroclimatology and Dendrohydrology have

developed rapidly during recent years and involve, respectively, the reconstruction of climatic

and hydrologic events. This rapid development has been made possible by the evolution of

high speed computers capable of handling large amounts of data, and more sophisticated

statistical methods that facilitate the development of complex relationships between ring width

characteristics and climatic or hydrologic parameters. Methods, techniques and statistical

analyses used in dendrochronological investigations are discussed by Fritts (1976), Stokes and

Smiley (1968) and Stockton, Boggess and Meko (1985).

This section draws heavily on tree ring research as a baseline for establishing the

dimensions of severe, sustained drought as a consideration in water management.

Reconstruction Methods in Dendroclimatology

At the outset it is important to recognize that tree -ring chronologies reflect the

complex of climatic and environmental conditions at the sites where samples were taken. It

is possible, however, to maximize the desired climatic signals by careful sampling. Maximum

response to precipitation can best be obtained by sampling trees on moisture - stressed sites.

Conversely, if groundwater fluctuations are the objective, samples should be taken from trees

growing on flood plains. A period of overlap between tree -ring series and instrumented

weather records is essential for climatic reconstructions. A portion of the overlapping record
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is used to develop mathematical relationships between the measured parameters and

ring -width indices, a procedure known as calibration. The remaining overlap is then used to

verify the established relationships; this is termed verification.

Multiple stepwise regression was used in earlier reconstructions to select a small set

of independent variables from a much larger group. This procedure was flawed because of

high intercorrelations between the independent variables. This disadvantage has been

overcome by using principal component analysis to develop new sets of uncorrelated variables

called empirical orthogonal functions, EOF's (Lorenz, 1956; Kutzbach, 1967). EOF's are

developed from a matrix of correlation coefficients among independent variables and the first

few usually represent most of the variability in the dendroclimatic data. Higher order EOF's

are usually discarded as they may well be mathematical artifacts of the technique and

unrelated to the data. The development of transfer functions in the calibration procedure

is critical to the extraction of climatic signals from tree -ring data. Transfer functions come

in many forms with some utilizing single series and others sets of data. Since they are

empirically developed it is necessary to proof -test (verify) numerous transfer functions. A

portion of the data used for calibration is held back for proof -testing so the transfer functions

can be evaluated on data not used in their development. After selecting an appropriate

function, the final transfer function is developed from the entire data set (Fritts, 1976).

Persistence in tree -ring series, which may represent a biological memory of climate

coupled with a direct record of climatic persistence, creates problems in climatic

reconstructions. Earlier workers attempted to solve this problem by using moving averages

with arbitrarily chosen coefficients or weights. Although results improved, unaccountable

shifts in critical events occurred due to the effect of moving averages.

In more recent work, lagged tree -ring variables and multi- variate statistical techniques

have been used to determine the sign and magnitude of coefficients used to transfer

ring -width variances and different lags into an estimate of specific climatic variables (Stockton,

1971). Box -Jenkins modeling (Box and Jenkins, 1976) can also be used to determine the

appropriate persistence model by successive testing. Models range from a single

autoregressive (AR) or moving average (MA) to more complex autoregressive moving average

(ARMA). Meko (1981) evaluated both approaches and found that each had advantages and
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disadvantages depending on data conditions. Where tree -ring series had considerable

autocorrelation, the Box- Jenkins approach provided a generally flatter response than the

lagged predictor method. This evenness of response sacrificed accuracy at longer wave

lengths by underestimating the amplitude of broad swings from the mean. The Box -Jenkins

method is preferable if the spectrum of the long -term reconstruction is of interest because

the method attempts to minimize the distortion of persistence. In contrast, the lagged

predictor method accepts frequency distortion as a trade -off for higher total variance

explained.

Landwher and Matalas (1986) used the stochastic properties of tree -ring data to test

the desirability of using infinite memory processes in hydrologic simulations. Based on

examination of 72 dendrochronological records, they found that fractional gaussian processes

(infinite memory) were not the most appropriate models for simulating persistence in the
tree -ring data and, by inference, in hydrologic records.

Drought History of the Southwestern United States

The inherent scarcity of water in the semiarid to arid regions of the southwestern

United States is exacerbated by the occurrence of frequent and persistent droughts. The

impact of these droughts is constantly changing as the burgeoning population places

increasing demand on both supplies and distribution systems. Thus, from a user standpoint,

a moderate drought in the 1960's might well be classified as severe in the late 1980's. Also,

prolonged dry periods reach a "crisis" stage more quickly now than in the past and emphasize

the need for advanced planning that might mitigate the effects of water shortages.

In his report to the U. S. Càngress in 1879, John Wesley Powell (Powell, 1879)

described the arid conditions in the west with great clarity and emphasized the susceptibility

of the region to frequent periods of drought. He further emphasized the point that without

irrigation, agriculture would be impossible. Powell recognized the inherent fragility of the

arid lands and of human societies in arid regions and recommended ways in which water and

land resources could best be managed. That his advice was largely unheeded is a matter of

history.
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The archaeological history of the Southwest is a kaleidoscope of the rise and fall of

ancient civilizations with the availability of water. This point is illustrated by the

reconstructed history of Arroyo Hondo, a 14th century pueblo located 4.5 miles south of

Santa Fe, New Mexico. The town was located at an altitude of 7,100 feet, immediately west

of the foothills of the Sangre de Cristo Mountains.

As part of a multidisciplinary study conducted by the School of American Research

at Santa Fe, Rose, Dean and Robinson (1981) reconstructed the climate of the area using

tree -ring chronologies developed from living trees and archaeological material. Their work,

along with other investigations, have made it possible to relate the development of Arroyo

Hondo to climatic variations.

Arroyo Hondo was established around A.D. 1300 when precipitation was increasing

after a 50 -year period of below average years. Precipitation remained above the long -term

mean for most of the first 35 years of settlement. The pueblo reached its maximum size

during this period and was apparently one of the largest communities in the area.

Precipitation became quite variable around 1335, population began to decline and the pueblo

was virtually abandoned by 1345. After about 40 years of near -abandonment, and coincident

with another period of favorable precipitation, a second phase of settlement began. A new

town was built on the ruins of the old and it reached maximum expansion in the early 1400's.

Following a disastrous fire, the final occupation came to an end.

Rose (1983) has greatly expanded the Arroyo Hondo work with reconstructions of

climatic variables based on a network of tree -ring chronologies and climatic stations in

Colorado and New Mexico. Eighteen chronologies were used for reconstructions extending

from A.D. 1650 -1970 and seven chronologies for the A.D. 900 -1649 interval.

Figure 1 -1, developed by Rose, shows variations in the July Palmer Drought Severity

Index (Palmer, 1965) from A.D. 1300 -1960. The frequency with which periods of moderate

to severe droughts have occurred is of interest to archaeologists, meteorologists and in water

resource planning.

Based on a long chronology dating from A.D. 700 -1930, Douglass (1935) determined

that the drought of 1276 -1299 was the most severe in the entire 1200 years covered by the

tree -ring record. He named this period "The Great Drought" a term which has persiste
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Figure 1 -1. July Palmer Drought Severity Index reconstructed from tree rings for the
northern Rio Grande climatic region. Low pass filtered series is indicated by symbols.
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through time. Although there is no unanimity of opinion, many archaeologists believe that

this period of severe sustained drought resulted in the abandonment of large centers of

pueblo culture such as Mesa Verde.

Because of controversies concerning such climatic interpretations from tree -ring

chronologies, Fritts et al., (1965) did an in -depth study of climate -tree growth relationships

in the Mesa Verde area and made further climatic interpretations from an expanded tree -ring

data base. They confirmed the existence of the "Great Drought" but placed it from 1273

through 1289. Although this was the most sustained dry period since 1273, it appeared to

have been surpassed by ten other droughts between A.D. 512 and 1673. The lowest 5 -year

means of these droughts occurred in AD. 517, 565, 614, 844, 1170, 1402, 1525, 1585 and

1670.

Stockton and Meko (1975) used tree -ring series from 40 sites to reconstruct the

drought history of roughly the area west of the Mississippi River for the period AD.

1700 -1962. Using the total area in drought as a measure of severity, they found the driest

three -year periods to be 1934 -1936, 1845 -1847, 1863 -1865, 1755 -1757 and 1734 -1736. The

most severe drought year occurred in 1934, followed closely by 1847 and 1757. The longest

sustained period of dry weather was from 1729 to the early 1740's.

Smith (1986) extended the record of wet and dry years in northeastern Nevada back

to A.D. 1600, using tree -ring data collected from lower elevation sites of single -leaf pinyon

pine in the area. Divisional climatic data from the National Weather Service were used to

develop ring width- precipitation relationships. Based on the divisional data, average

precipitation for 1931 -1982 was 10.98 inches. Results strongly suggest that 1934 was the

driest year since 1600. Severe droughts also occurred in 1637, 1729, 1735, 1824, 1863, 1879

and 1959; 1879 closely approached 1934 in drought severity. The lower limit of divisional

precipitation (September -August) for the years 1600 -1982 was estimated to be about 6.0

inches. The driest 10 -year interval was 1652 -1661. Interestingly, the decade of the 1930's,

known as the "dust bowl" in the Great Plains, was only the 13th driest decade during the

period of reconstruction. In contrast to the dry years, 1983 (18.03 inches) was the wettest

single year and 1905 -1914 (12.57) the wettest decade since 1600.
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Figure 1 -2. Area covered by drought in the Southwest, 1942 -1956.
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Drought was prevalent through the southwestern United States, from Texas to

California and through the Great Basin, from 1942 through 1956. A detailed analysis of this

period has been provided by Thomas (1962). Drought was considered to exist when

precipitation was 85% less than the long -term average. Figure 1 -2 shows areas of such

precipitation deficiencies on a year -to -year basis from 1942 to 1956. Although areas with

deficiencies varied, drought extended into at least four states at least every year, and in some

years all seven states were involved. Based on his analysis of available records, Thomas

(1962) suggested that droughts of longer duration are most apt to occur where precipitation

is from a single source such as the Pacific Border Zone. In other zones, including the Great

Basin, Colorado Plateau and Sonoran Border, annual precipitation is from more than one

source (e.g. Pacific Ocean and Gulf of Mexico) and droughts are less regular in duration,

recurrence and magnitude.

Precipitation events resulting from eastern north Pacific tropical cyclones (ENPTC)

are not uncommon in the southwestern United States and may be an important factor in

providing relief from normal dry weather or sustained periods of drought. In many instances

these storms produce very large amounts of rainfall, often with disastrous results. Smith

(1987) described the results of 84 ENPTC from 1904 -1986. During this period 11 of the

storms produced rainfall amounts in excess of 8 inches at specific locations. For example,

11.40 inches were recorded in 24 hours at Workman Creek, Arizona, in connection with

Tropical Storm Norma in September, 1970. Precipitation from Hurricane Joanne (September

29- October 6, 1972) measured 17.50 inches at the same location.

Thomas (1962) suggests that most of the Southwest can endure several months of

precipitation deficiencies and that dròught becomes critical when surface and groundwater

supplies are adversely affected. Conditions, however, have changed considerably during the

past 30 years as the overall population explosion in the Southwest has placed greater demands

on the region's limited water supplies. Now, even short duration droughts can cause problems

in some localities.

The effect of relatively short- duration droughts is dramatically illustrated by the west

coast drought of 1976 and 1977 (Stockton and Boggess, 1980). Although this drought was

shorter and covered considerably less area than that described above, it was severe and
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affected large population centers and areas of intensively irrigated agriculture. Central and

northern California were hit hardest as the 1977 water year was the driest in the 100 years

of available records; 1976 was the fourth driest (Freeman, 1980). The impact was severe on

municipal supplies and extreme conservation measures had to be initiated. Agriculture fared

better than expected because of conservation measures and a 20 percent increase in the use

of groundwater. An estimated 7,500 new wells were drilled, additional old wells reactivated,

and others deepened during 1977 (Ritschard and Tsao, 1980). This increased pumpage,

largely in the Central Valley, further increased the mining of groundwater.

In addition to the above impacts, hydroelectric power generation by Pacific Gas and

Electric was reduced from an average production of 24 billion kwh to 10 billion kwh. This

reduction is roughly equivalent to 22 million barrels of oil. Fortunately for all concerned, the

drought did not go into a third year and was broken by heavy precipitation. Another year of

drought would have been catastrophic (Freeman, 1980). The Southwest, including Arizona

and California, is now in a drought period which may exceed in duration the 1976 -1977

drought.

Effect of Climatic Change

There is mounting evidence that significant global warming may occur during the next

century due to increasing concentrations of the so -called "greenhouse" gases in the

atmosphere. These gases are relatively transparent to incoming solar radiation and opaque

to long -wave radiation and include carbon dioxide, water vapor, ozone, nitrous oxide,

chlorofluorocarbons (GEC's) and other trace gases. Carbon dioxide is perhaps the most

important of these although the others, in total, are major contributors.

When the concentration of greenhouse gases increases, the balance between incoming

solar radiation and outgoing long -wave radiation is altered; net solar radiation is not affected

while outgoing, long -wave radiation, is decreased. This results in a warming of the earth's

surface and the troposphere.

Although many of the greenhouse gases are produced from natural causes, man's

activities, especially the combustion of fossil fuels, have greatly affected the rate of
accumulation. These increases are apt to continue unless drastic steps are taken to curb

emissions (Ramanathan et al., 1985). Measurements of atmospheric carbon dioxide at Mauna
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Loa, Hawaii, indicate that concentrations have increased from 315 ppm in the late 1950's to

more than 340 ppm in the 1980's. Further increases are predicted, perhaps as much as 150

to 300 ppm, by the year 2075 (Trabalka et al., 1985).

If global warming does occur, the hydrologic characteristics of the earth would no

doubt be altered because temperature is an important variable in the surface energy balance

which controls potential evapotranspiration. Temperature also affects the timing of runoff

from snowmelt; this is extremely important in the southwestern United States where surface

water supplies largely come from snow accumulations in high mountain watersheds.

Precipitation would also be affected due to temperature induced changes in global

atmospheric circulation patterns.

Global warming would not have a uniform effect on all parts of the world, thus

creating a complicated problem in determining the kind of changes in temperature and

precipitation that might occur. Some insight has been gained into this problem by the use

of numerical models that attempt to predict the physical behavior of the atmosphere

coincident with global warming. There is, however, a distinct lack of agreement between

different models as to the effects on temperature and precipitation at regional levels.

If global warming results in warmer and drier conditions for the southwestern United

States, surface water supplies are bound to suffer. For example, Stockton and Boggess (1979)

investigated the effect of four climatic change scenarios (present average annual temperatures

± 2° C accompanied by a ± 10% change in average annual precipitation). They found that

the worse case scenario, a 2° C increase in temperature accompanied by a 10% decrease in

precipitation, would have serious effects on water supplies for most regions west of the 100th

meridian. Revelle and Waggoner (1983), in a detailed analysis of the Upper Colorado River,

confirmed the results of Stockton and Boggess and determined that the same scenario would

reduce the annual flow of the Colorado (based on 1931 -1976 averages) by about 40 percent.

Flaschka, Stockton and Boggess (1987) considered the effect of several climatic

change scenarios on surface runoff in the Great Basin Region. Again, surface runoff was

reduced from 17 to 28 % by a 2° C increase in temperature accompanied by a 10% decrease

in precipitation, with drier basins experiencing the greatest decrease. Based on projected
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water demands for the year 2000, several subregions within the Great Basin would face severe

water shortages.

A similar appraisal of the Upper Rio Grande (Stockton, Quinlan and Boggess, 1984)

determined that the worse case scenario would decrease annual flows by about 30 percent.

This reduction would be have serious water supply implications as the flow of the river is

presently oversubscribed; this is also true for the Colorado River. Stockton, Meko and

Boggess (1984) considered the effect of the climatic change scenarios on surface water

availability in the western United States for the year 2000 based on projections made for that

year by the U. S. Water Resources Council (WRC, 1978), again using an increase of 2° C in

mean annual temperature as one scenario, and the 2° temperature increase accompanied by

10% decrease in average annual precipitation as a second scenario.

The 2° C increase in temperature is conservative as it is less than most model

projections. Also, the 10% decrease in precipitation is less than has been observed in It year

averages for most of the drier decades during the present century.

Within the western United States, the temperature increase alone resulted in from

3 to 11% decrease in regional natural runoff. In contrast, decreases of 18 to 33% might be

expected when the temperature increase was accompanied by a 10% decrease in precipitation.

The changes varied from one subregion to another, depending largely on the magnitude of

streamflow. If, for example, the flow out of a region is already depleted by use, a small

decrease in precipitation can result in a 100% decrease in streamflow.

Projected streamflow for various subregions are shown on Figure 1 -3. A distinction

is made between subregions where streamflow would be inadequate to supply demands

without climatic change and those where climatic change would make the crucial difference.

The assumption is made that groundwater mining (that portion of the average annual

groundwater withdrawal that exceeds average annual recharge) would proceed at the current

rate and thus continue acting as a buffer against water shortages in some regions.

Inadequate streamflow would likely occur in 11 subregions by the year 2000 under

existing climatic conditions. Average annual runoff in these sub -regions is generally less than

5 inches. They are located in the and Southwest and the western Great Plains, and are areas
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Figure 1 -3. Subregions projected to have inadequate streamflow by the year 2000 for two
climatic change scenarios.
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with intensive irrigation or urban development: for example, the San Joaquin Valley of

California and the sub -region containing metropolitan Los Angeles.

No additional subregions were placed in the "inadequate" category by the temperature

change scenario but many were added with a change to warmer and drier conditions. The

largest effect was in the Missouri Basin where the number of subregions with inadequate

streamflow increased from 2 to 9. The wettest subregion to be adversely affected was the

Sacramento -Lahontan in northern California. That subregion currently has runoff in excess

of 15 inches but also has large export commitments.

Surface water is a major source of supply for municipal, industrial and hydroelectric

power users in the southwestern United States. The projected reductions of flow due to

climatic change present serious problems in the allocation of water to all classes of users. The

magnitude of this problem becomes much greater when the added effects of recurring drought

on streamflow are considered. Shortages of surface water are bound to occur and this will

place an even greater demand on groundwater reserves, which are presently being mined in

many parts of the region.

Previous Regional and Specific River Basin Reconstructions

Salt -Verde Rivers, Arizona

Water from the Salt and Verde Rivers is a main source of supply for metropolitan

Phoenix and, in addition, supports a large area of irrigated agriculture. Hydroelectricity is

generated at four of the six dams on the two rivers and all of the impoundments provide a

wide variety of opportunities for water -based recreation. Both the power and water resources

are managed by the Salt River Project (SRP), the oldest multipurpose reclamation project in

the nation. SRP delivers water to about 250,000 acres of land and electricity to more than

280,000 customers (SRP, 1980).

Rapid urbanization in the Phoenix area since World War II has escalated the demand

for water. Flooding, always a threat in the Salt River Valley, has become an even greater

problem as land is converted from agriculture to housing developments, shopping centers and

parking lots. Since population growth shows no signs of decreasing, concerns have increased

about future water supplies as well as flooding potential.
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Figure 1-4. Map showing location of Salt and Verde Rivers, tree -ring sites and climatic
stations used in the reconstructions.
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The Salt and Verde River Basins encompass approximately 13,000 square miles in

Central Arizona. The Verde joins the Salt at Granite Reef to form the largest tributary of

the Gila which flows southwestward to join the Colorado at Yuma (Figure 1-4). With the

exception of the Colorado, the Salt and Verde yield the greatest amount of runoff of any

streams in the state. Both rivers originate at high elevations, with the extreme altitude

exceeding 12,000 feet above sea level. Precipitation varies considerably, ranging from about

8 inches annually in the more arid portions to more than 32 inches in the higher mountains.

Precipitation occurs in both the winter and summer. Winter storms are from large cyclonic

systems moving in from the Pacific Ocean. Summer rains are largely from convective

thunderstorms associated with moisture from both the Pacific and the Gulf of Mexico. The

summer thunderstorms make minimal contributions to streamflow.

Several reservoirs have been constructed to provide a reliable water supply. Roosevelt

Dam, the first project completed by the Bureau of Reclamation, is the principal impoundment

on the Salt River. Three additional dams, Horse Mesa, Mormon Flat and Stewart Mountain

are located downstream from Roosevelt. These reservoirs store and regulate the flow of the

Salt and all are equipped to produce hydroelectric power. The combined usable storage of

the four reservoirs is 1,754,000 acre feet (SRP, 1980).

Two small reservoirs in the upper Verde basin, with an estimated storage capacity of

5,000 acre feet, provide water for the City of Prescott and the Chino Valley Irrigation

District. Two large reservoirs, Bartlett and Horseshoe, were constructed by SRP and have

a combined storage of 317,423 acre feet (SRP, 1980).

Water supply from the two basins is distributed by the Granite Reef Diversion Dam

located just below the confluence of the two rivers. Combined storage of the entire system

is about 2.08 million acre feet (maf) which is about twice the combined average annual

discharge of 1.19 maf, or about four times the median combined annual discharge of 0.51 maf

(based on the period 1914 -1979). It should be emphasized that the Salt and Verde reservoirs

were constructed for water supply and power generation. Flood control was not an objective.

The relatively small reservoir capacity, coupled with erratic annual flows and high demands

for water and electricity, dictates that priority must be given to filling reservoirs following
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drawdown during the dry months. Thus, flood control is strictly coincidental with drawdown

through use, and not by design.

Information on the climatic history of the Salt -Verde region is increasingly spotty

beyond the first decade of the present century. For example, the beginning years of some key

precipitation series used here are as follows:

1870 - Prescott, longest records at an individual station
(Data prior to 1870 has many missing values)

1904 - Four -station -mean series, Verde Basin
1910 - Five- station -mean series, Salt Basin
1914 - Ten -station -mean series, Verde Basin
1915 - Ten -station -mean series, Salt Basin

A basic tenet in using such data is whether the period of record, although relatively long,

adequately represents long -term values and trends. Experience has shown that a much longer

record, even if developed from proxy sources, is necessary to put the instrumented records

in a long -term perspective.

Smith and Stockton (1981) used tree -ring data collected from 13 sites of ponderosa

pine (Pinus ponderosa Laws) and pinyon pine (Pinus edulis Englm) within the Salt and Verde

basins to reconstruct annual and seasonal flows of the two rivers. The most accurate of the

two reconstructions appears to be the annual (water -year) flow of the Salt River for the gage

"near Roosevelt" and covering the years A.D. 1580 -1984 (Figure 1 -5). Several periods of

sustained low and high flows are evident throughout the 400 -year reconstruction. The years

from 1905 to 1920 were the wettest in the entire reconstruction, with almost all of the

predicted flows being above the 400 -year mean. The only other period that approached flows

of the early 1900's was from the mid- 1780's through the mid- 1790's.

Long and short term trends during the reconstruction were analyzed by calculating

moving averages of two, five, ten, twenty five, and 50 years. The driest five -year period ended

in 1670. This drought was widespread over most of the Southwest and resulted in severe

hardship for the Pueblo people inhabiting the area (Page, 1980). A sustained low flow period

lasting from 1728 until 1739 dominated the long -term low flow means. During this 12 -year

period the average annual discharge was only 43 percent of the 400 -year mean value. Under
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Figure 1 -5. Reconstructed December -March discharge of the Salt River near Roosevelt
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present conditions the recurrence of such an extended dry period would have a devastating

effect on surface water supplies.

Observed streamflow for the water years 1980 -1984 (taken from "Water Resources

Data for Arizona," published annually by the U. S. Geological Survey) were added to Smith

and Stockton's data to obtain a continuous record from A.D. 1580 -1984. Based on tabulation

of various "n "- years, a six-year moving average was found to best represent the flows during

the recent wet period of the 1970's- 1980's. The values for 1978 -1983 and 1979 -1984 are

extremely high in the longterm context. Prior to the present century, only one other

period -near 1750 -had flows exceeding those of 1978- 1984. In contrast, considerably higher

flows (six-year averages) occurred during the first two decades of the present century. It is

obvious that the most recent period was anomalously wet in a 400 -year context. This,

however, should not be taken as evidence of a change to a "wetter" climate. A similar turn

was experienced less than a century ago, only to be followed by an extended period of

relatively low flows.

Smith and Stockton's 1981 data were further analyzed to place the base periods for

30 -year climatological "normals" in long -term perspective. Thirty-year moving averages were

calculated for the period of reconstruction and ranked in order from highest to lowest flows.

The earliest period was 1580 -1609 and the latest, 1955 -1984. The 30 -year climatological

"normals" of the U. S. Weather Service end in "even- break" years (e.g. 1960, 1970, 1980), the

most recent being 1951 -1980.

The mean of all reconstructed 30 -year averages was 579,000 acre feet. This value

compares with the following reconstructed averages for the current century:

1901 -1930: 846,000 acre feet

1911 -1940: 720,000 acre feet

1921 -1950: 528,000 acre feet

1941 -1970: 489,000 acre feet

1951 -1980: 536,000 acre feet

The present century has included some of the highest and lowest 30-year means. For

example 1941 -1970 ranked 34th driest out of 375 periods. The driest 30-year moving average



in this century was 1943 -1972, which ranked 9th driest out of 375. On the wet side,

1901 -1930 ranked 6th wettest, while the period 1905 -1934 was the wettest of all periods.

The most recent period, 1955 -1984, with an average flow of 581,000 acre feet, was the

least anomalous during the entire reconstruction. Considering only 30 -year periods ending

in even- decades, 1951 -1980 was the most representative. The normality of this period,

however, does not come from consistently moderate flows, but rather from averaging

extremely low flows (in late 1950's and early 1960's) with extremely high flows from 1979 and

1980.

Sacramento River Basin, California

The Sacramento River Basin is located within Subregion 1802 of the California

Region as defined by the U. S. Water Resources Council (WRC, 1978). Four rivers, the

Sacramento, Feather, Yuba and American, provide surface water for the agriculturally

important Sacramento Valley, a variety of industries, and support valuable habitats for fish

and wildlife. Under normal conditions, developed surface water in 300 reservoirs, along with

groundwater, are sufficient to meet current demands and provide for export of about 3.9

million acre feet to areas outside the subregion. Water requirements, however, continue to

increase and intensive development of the water resource have resulted in considerable loss

of riparian vegetation and a degradation of both terrestrial and aquatic habitats. The area

is subject to periodic flooding and often plagued by drought.

In an effort to place the current surface water resources in long -term perspective,

Earle and Fritts (1986) used data derived from tree rings to reconstruct the flow of the four

rivers from A.D 1560 -1980. Trees used in the study came from 16 sites; 12 in California and

4 in Oregon. Four tree species were represented and included western juniper (Juniperus

occidentalist Jeffrey pine ( Pinus jeffrevi), ponderosa pine (Pines ponderosa) and sugar pine

(Pinus lambertiana).The sites were located either in mountainous terrain or on the high

plateau in eastern Oregon and northeastern California.

Annual values for the four rivers, corrected for diversions and impoundments, are

shown belowv, for the period 1906 -1980 (Source: California Department of Water Resources).

Values are in million acre feet.
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Sacramento Feather Yuba American Total

Avg. annual flow 8.3671 4.4653 2.3760 2.7000 17.9084

Highest flow 15.8764 9.4924 4.5438 5.7865 35.6991

Lowest flow 3.2940 .9945 .3690 .2612 4.9187

Combined flows for the four rivers, reconstructed from tree -ring data, are shown on

Figure 1-6 and flow for each river after treatment with a low -pass filter on Figure 1 -7. These

plots indicate the high year -to -year variability of flow for all four rivers. Note also the evident

periods of sustained high and low flows. Drought periods are isolated on Figure 1 -8 which

shows combined flows for the four rivers in terms of standard deviations below the mean of

each year's flow.

A comparison of low flow events for the individual rivers indicated no significant

discrepancies between flow records of the Yuba and Feather Rivers; these, in turn, are similar

to flows of the Sacramento. Two droughts of more than one standard deviation below the

low -pass filtered mean of the American River are not present in the Sacramento River

reconstruction. In contrast, low flows in 1591- 99,1614 -31 and 1717 -24 of the Sacramento had

little correlation with the American River. The authors offer two possible reasons for these

differences: 1) the lower quality of the reconstructions for the American River does not

reflect actual flow regimes; or 2) the rivers may be affected by different storm events since

they lie on either side of the latitude at which surface westerlies divide to flow north or south

of the Sierra Nevada during the winter months. In terms of sustained low flow, the drought

of the 1930's appears to be more severe than any comparable period since 1560. Using the

Sacramento reconstruction as an example, other notable periods of low flow occurred in

1574 -84, 1591 -99, 1614 -31,1676- 91,1717- 24,1775 -78 and 1838 -1853. In contrast, flows were

above average for more than a decade in 1597 -1613, 1641 -57, 1664-75, 1741 -54, 1798 -1821,

1854- 69,1874 -87, 1891 -1916 and 1962 -73. Note that the last four periods have occurred since

the settlement of northern California. Thus, in spite of the severe drought of the 1930's, the

historical period has been generally wet when viewed in the context of the last 400 years.
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Southern California

The mid- 1970's drought in the western United Sates dramatically illustrated the

vulnerability of surface water supplies to prolonged periods of abnormally dry weather. In

California the drought began in the fall of 1976 and lasted through 1978. Reservoir storage

was essentially exhausted and many cities and municipalities were forced to initiate water

rationing. Although southern California was in the drought area, the region was not severely

impacted because of water imported from the Colorado River and from Central Valley

sources shared with others in the Valley and the Bay Area. Future droughts could potentially

have a much greater impact since upstream withdrawals, most notably those through the

Central Arizona Project, continue to reduce downstream flows. The large metropolitan areas

of Los Angeles and San Diego might well have difficulty in meeting water demands under

drought conditions. It is important, therefore, to consider the frequency with which droughts

have occurred in the past to provide a basis for drought contingency planning.

Meko, Stockton and Boggess (1980) utilized tree -ring data from eight locations, seven

in southern California and one in Mexico, to reconstruct regional drought history from AD.

1700 to 1963. Locations of the tree -ring sites and weather stations used in the study are

shown on Figure 1 -9. The Palmer Drought Severity Index (Palmer, 1965) for the month of

July was used to indicate drought severity. An 82 -year overlap of weather records and

tree -ring data were used to develop relationships between ring -width indices and the PDSI.

Results of the reconstruction are shown on Figure 1 -10. The two driest single years

were 1857 and 1961 followed in order of severity by 1782, 1965, and 1777. The number of

years at three drought levels for 50 -year discrete periods and for 1950 -1963 are shown below.

Extreme Severe Moderate

Years (PDSI -3.5) (PDSI -2.6) (PDSI -1.5)

Number of Years

1700 -1749 4 5 8
1750 -1799 5 7 10
1800 -1849 6 8 14
1850 -1899 6 8 14
1900 -1949 2 4 11

1950 -1%3 3 3 6
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Figure 1 -10. Reconstructed Palmer Drought Severity Index (July) for southern California,
A.D. 1700 -1963.



Droughts at all of the three above levels were most frequent in the two periods

making up the 19th century. Extreme droughts were relatively rare in the first half of the

present century but have become more frequent since 1950. Reconstructed PDSI was below

-3.5 during three years from 1950 -1963. Actual PDSI was below -4.0 in 1970 and 1972.

During the reconstruction period only two consecutive years of extreme drought

occurred, 1863 -64 and 1898 -99. Droughts lasting three years were rare with none recorded

at the extreme level, only one at the severe level and three at the moderate level. The last

three -year drought occurred at the end of the reconstruction period, 1959 -1961. Since then

weather records indicate a severe 3 -year drought in 1970 -72 and two severe 2- year droughts

in 1963 -64 and 1977 -78. Multi -year droughts appear to have become more frequent in the

past two decades than in the previous 250 years. Based on these results the last half of the

present century might well turn out to be the driest such period since 1700.

Central California

The variability of central California precipitation for the period A.D 1600 -1985 has

been reconstructed by Michaelsen, Haston and Davis (1987) using series developed from big

cone spruce (Pseudotsuga macrocarpa (Ton.) Mayr.) growing in the Big Pine and San Rafael

Mountains of Santa Barbara County. Precipitation records, some dating back to 1850, from

San Diego, San Francisco, Sacramento, Stockton and Santa Barbara were used to develop

ring width- precipitation relationships. Although the reconstructions are specifically related

to Santa Barbara winter precipitation, they are generally representative of precipitation and

streamflow throughout the area. For example, the correlation between Santa Barbara

precipitation and flow of the Santa Ynez River is above 0.85. The same correlation holds for

Santa Barbara precipitation and that of coastal stations between Ventura and the southern

Salinas valley. Reconstructed periods of wet and dry weather agreed reasonably well with

historical records of grain yields from numerous missions in the area.

Results of the reconstruction are plotted as 5 -year running means on Figure 1 -11.

Additional frequency analyses indicated that much of the 17th century was characterized by

relatively high frequency of extremes. In contrast, low variability was present during the 18th
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century, especially during the latter half. High variability returned in the 19th century with

the first half showing the greatest frequency of extremes for the entire reconstruction; 19 of

21 years between 1825 and 1845 were either wet or dry. The high variability continued into

the 1900's, dropped markedly toward the middle of the century, and increased again during

the past 20-30 years.

The driest single years, 5 -year and 10 -year periods are shown in Tables 1 -1 and 1 -2.

The concentration of wet years during the first part of the present century is evident. This

anomalously wet period was also observed by Smith and Stockton (1981) on the Salt and

Verde Rivers and Stockton and Boggess (1980) for the Colorado River. This wet period

dominated the record upon which the Colorado River Compact was based and resulted in an

overly optimistic value for the average annual flow.

The modern record is a reasonable representation of the entire period of
reconstruction because it contains both wet and dry periods as well as periods of low and high

variability. If variability continues to increase, as suggested by the reconstructions, the impact

on water use in the region could be severe. Population growth has increased greatly since

the last period of high variability and most of the reservoir construction occurred during the

same period. A multi -year period of below normal precipitation could place a tremendous

burden on both storage facilities and distribution systems.

Colorado River

The importance of the Colorado River as a source of water for agriculture,

hydroelectric power generation, and for municipal and industrial uses in the southwestern

United States cannot be overstated. This 1440 -mile long river flows through some of the

most arid lands in the country and its 244,000 square -mile drainage area includes parts of

seven states and a small portion of Sonora and Baja California in Mexico. The Colorado has

an average annual flow of just under 14 million acre feet (maf), a small amount when

compared to such rivers as the Columbia and Mississippi. In spite of this relatively low flow,

more water is diverted from the basin than for any other river basin in the United States.

The river is an important source of supply for southern California and, with the nearly
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Table 1 -1.

Table 1 -2.

Driest and wettest single years, central California (Source: Michaelsen,
Haston and Davis, 1987)

Rank Driest Wettest

1 1841 1907
2 1782 1983
3 1898 1905
4 1864 1804
5 1829 1868
6 1795 1642
7 1654 1914
8 1894 1599
9 1777 1661
10 1856 1651

Driest and wettest 5 and 10 -year averages, central California (Source:
Michaelsen, Haston and Davis, 1987)

Driest
5 -Year
Mean

Wettest Driest Wettest

Years
Averages

Years Mean Years
10 -year Averages
Mean Years Mean

1841 -45 10.07 1905 -09 25.79 1624 -34 13.45 1905 -14 22.58
1653 -57 11.73 1640 -44 23.79 1855 -64 14.06 1844-93 21.28
1947 -51 12.35 1979 -83 23.28 1946 -55 14.51 1679 -88 21.08
1856 -60 12.37 1679 -83 23.25 1663 -72 14.62 1830 -39 20.77
1752 -56 1238 1658 -62 22.57 1841 -50 14.63 1975-84 20.63
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completed Central Arizona Project, for the metropolitan areas of Phoenix and Tucson in

Arizona.

Most of the flow for the Colorado originates in Upper Basin (area north of Lee Ferry,

Arizona) which includes some 109,800 square miles. About 86 percent of the annual runoff

is originates on only 15 percent of the area, in the high mountains of Colorado (Figure 1 -12).

Stockton (1976) and Stockton and Jacoby (1976) reported results of studies in which

tree -ring data were used to reconstruct the flow of the river at Lee Ferry, Arizona back to

A.D. 1564. The tree -ring data comprised 30 different sites from the major runoff producing

regions (Figure 1 -12). A hydrograph of the reconstructed flow at Lee Ferry, Arizona is

shown on Figure 1 -13.

It is important to note from Figure 1 -13 that the period from 1906 -1930 was the

longest period of sustained high flow during the preceding 450 years. The 16.2 maf annual

flow used as a basis for the Colorado River Compact, was based on the early years of this

period of high flow. Although this anticipated flow was based on the best data available at

the time, the period of record was simply not representative of the long -term flow of the

river. Thus the division of water between states of the upper and lower basins, as well as

Mexico, is based on an anomalously high value and is apt to result in shortages when the all

of the entities involved demand their allocated share of the available water.

Grid -Cell Reconstructions of Drought History to A. D. 1600

The tree -ring studies discussed so far delineated severe droughts in various parts of

the western United States but did not directly address the regional drought problems as

defined in the project goals. Accordingly, we have analyzed existing tree -ring data to focus

on drought history of the pre -defined "West" and "Southwest" regions (Figure 1 -14).

Regional Analyses

The study area was first divided into a grid of 35 cells, each with a dimension of 3

degrees latitude by 2 degrees longitude (Figure 1 -14), and the existing tree -ring database was

screened for chronologies within those cells for the period AD. 1600 -1962. The cut -off years

for this period were more or less dictated by the existence and age distribution of suitable
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VIRGIN RUNOFF (million of -11)

Figure 1 -13. Hydrograph of reconstructed flow of Colorado River at Lee Ferry, Arizona.
Upper graph shows actual data. Lower graph shows data after treatment with a ten -year
moving average filter.
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tree -ring sites and the history of field collections in the Southwest. Our objective was to use

as dense a network of drought sensitive sites as possible with coverage back to A.D. 1600.

Species of dubious quality (e.g., bristlecone pine from high elevations) were excluded from

the network.

Altogether, 121 sites were acceptable for inclusion in the network. These sites are

listed, along with tree species sampled and other information, in Appendix 1 -1; their locations

are shown on Figure 1 -15. The block of 20 cells bounded on the west by the approximate

western border of Arizona comprised the Southwest region; the West region included the

remaining 15 cells. Seven of the 35 cells had no tree -ring sites, leaving a total of 28 "active"

cells. After the inactive cells were removed, only 10 cells remained in the West and 18 in the

Southwest region (Figure 1 -14).

Rather than convert the ring -width indices to some specific measure of drought by

statistical transfer functions, the departures of growth themselves were used as indicators of

"dendroclimatological drought." Dendroclimatological drought, referred to hereafter as

"drought," was more specifically defined to occur when ring -width indices were below a

specific percentile of their long -term (1600 -1962) distribution. All available tree -ring series

in each of the 28 "active" cells were averaged together to form 28 annual time series of

"cell- average" tree -ring indices. A cell or region was considered to be "in drought" if its

tree -ring index was below the 80 percent empirical exceedance probability in a given year,

where the probability was merely read from a ranking of the appropriate annual values,

1600 -1962. This criterion for defining drought is by necessity somewhat arbitrary. For

example, a threshold shift from an 80 to a 70 percent exceedance probability would designate

additional drought years.

Time series of the regional- average tree -ring series as defined above are plotted on

Figures 1 -16a and 1 -16b. A horizontal line on the plots marks the drought threshold, the 80

percent exceedance probability. This threshold applied to the 363 -year time series guarantees

that 72 years (0.2 x 363) will be classified as drought years. The portion of the plots falling

below the threshold line defines the periods of drought. The West and Southwest series are

plotted on the same frame to facilitate visual comparison of synchrony in timing of regional

droughts. It is clear from visual inspection of the two plots that drought sometimes affected
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Figure 1 -15. Map showing location of the 121 tree ring sites used in drought analyses.
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both regions simultaneously (e.g., 1620s, 1630s, 1660s, 1720s, 1820s). Some periods, on the

other hand, were characterized by drought in one region but not the other. For example,

severe individual drought years are shown in the Southwest for 1902, 1904, and 1954 -56, with

no matching droughts in the West. Conversely, drought years in the 1920's for the West were

not so in the Southwest.

One method of quantifying the droughts shown on Figure 1 -16 is by "Runs Analysis"

(Salas et al., 1980), in which the "n -year run" is defined as an occurrence of "n" successive

years below the drought threshold. The "run sum" then is the sum of the deficits below the

threshold during a run. In our application, an n -year run is a dendroclimatological drought

lasting exactly "n" years.

Individual runs longer than a single year in the West and Southwest regions are listed

in Table 1 -3, along with their corresponding run sums. The longest runs in the current

century were three years in both regions; 1954 -1956 in the Southwest and 1959 -1961 in the

west. By comparison, the longest previous run in the Southwest was 4 years, 1667 -1670, and

six years, 1843 -1848 in the West.

Data from Table 1 -3 indicates occasional synchrony in timing of droughts in the two

regions. A simple tabulation of the number of droughts in each century in the Southwest that

are matched by droughts in the West is shown below:

1600's O of 3

1700's 2 of 3

1800's 2of5

1900's 0 of 1

Four of the twelve historical multi -year droughts in the Southwest have overlapped multi-year

droughts in the West. The drought histories of the two regions, although clearly not

marching in step, have some elements of synchrony.

Key -Cell Analyses

It is reasonable to expect some similarity in the regional -average time series plots of

Figure 1 -16 because the regions are adjacent to one another. The westernmost cells of the

Southwest region and easternmost cells of the West should essentially reflect similar climatic
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Table 1 -3. Two year or longer regional drought runs, A.D. 1600 -1962.

Start

Southwest

End N Sum Start

West

End N Sum

1623 1624 2 0.12 1631 1632 2 0.17
1667 1670 4 0.59 1627 1638 2 0.20
1684 1686 3 0.48 1653 1655 3 0.62

1707 1709 3 0.09 1707 1708 2 0.16
1777 1778 2 0.07 1721 1722 2 0.02
1788 1789 2 0.03 1752 1754 3 0.18

1756 1757 2 0.18
1777 1778 2 0.33
1782 1783 2 0.50
1794 1796 3 0.26

1822 1824 2 0.24 1822 1824 3 0.30
1863 1864 2 0.22 1843 1848 6 0.49
1879 1881 3 0.37 1856 1857 2 0.08
1893 1894 2 0.18 1863 1865 3 0.35
1899 1900 2 0.23 1870 1871 2 0.14

1954 1956 3 0.19 1933 1934 2 0.37
1959 1961 3 0.38
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variations. In contrast, the major runoff -producing areas of the two regions -the Colorado

Rockies and the Sierra -are separated by hundreds of miles. It is useful to examine the

drought history of individual cells in or near the area where most of the runoff is generated.

To accomplish this we duplicated the runs analysis of regional-average data on the
cell- average tree -ring series for cells N7 and R7 (Figure 1 -14). Cell N7 includes part of the

Colorado River watershed and is centered on the border between north -central New Mexico

and south -central Colorado. Cell R7 includes part of the Sierra and is located in east -central

California.

Time series of the cell- average tree -ring indices are plotted on Figure 1 -17a and 1 -17b.

As expected, the agreement between series for the two cells is less than that for the two

regions they represent. The N7 series is markedly more variable than the R7 series (variance

.106 vs 0.022) in spite of the fact that more tree -ring chronologies are included in the N7 cell

average. This difference in variance is probably due to N7's location in one of the most ideal

areas for drought- sensitive tree -ring chronologies. Experience has shown that chronologies

in the southern Colorado- northern New Mexico area are often strongly correlated with one

another. Averaging such series would result in relatively little loss of variance. By the 80%

exceedance probability definition of drought, however, the variance difference does not affect

designation of drought periods; the 20% lowest growth years in each cell defines the drought

years.

The most severe drought years in N7 occasionally coincided with those in R7. A

tabulation of runs longer than 1 year for the two cells (Table 1-4), like the tabulation for

regional analyses (Table 1 -3), shows a spatial linkage in drought occurrence.

The Most Severe Sustained Drought

Any attempt to designate a particular drought as "most severe" is necessarily subjective

because drought has many properties, all of which cannot be quantified by a single analytical

method. For the 80% drought threshold, the most sustained drought is given by the longest
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Table 1-4. Two year or longer drought runs for Cells N7 and R7, AD. 1600 -1962.

Start

Cell N7

End N Sum Start

Cell R7

End N Sum

1623 1626 4 0.30 1629 1632 4 0.46
1666 1670 5 0.79 1637 1639 3 0.29
1684 1685 2 0.65 1668 1670 3 0.20

1690 1691 2 0.23

1752 1753 2 0.13 1707 1708 2 0.13
1755 1757 2 0.22 1714 1715 2 0.07
1788 1790 3 0.18 1764 1765 2 0.20

1777 1779 3 0.21
1782 1784 3 0.42
1795 1797 3 0.63

1805 1806 2 0.25- 1822 1824 3 0.25
1818 1820 3 0.89 1841 1844 4 0.49
1822 1824 2 0.49 1858 1859 2 0.22
1871 1872 2 0.09 1871 1872 2 0.07
1879 1881 3 0.28
1893 1894 2 0.14
1899 1900 2 0.58

1950 1951 2 0.51 1929 1931 3 0.24
1933 1935 3 0.21
1948 1949 2 0.08
1959 1961 3 0.30



run in years. Runs analysis based on both regional averages and individual cell data agree in

pinpointing the following periods of drought:

West Region 1843 -1848 Cell R7 1841 -1844

Southwest Region 1667 -1670 Cell N7 1666 -1670

The relative severity of drought for a specific run length (e.g., 3 years) is given by the

run -sums column in Tables 1 -3 and 1-4. The longest drought in the Southwest, 1667 -1670,

also had the largest run -sum. The same was true for the N7 cell series. A clearcut case can

then be made for the drought of the mid -to -late 1660's as being the most severe sustained

drought in the Southwest Region. The relative severity of this drought was noted by Smith

and Stockton (1981) for the Salt and Verde Basin in Arizona, and by Fritts et al., (1965) for

the Mesa Verde area in southern Colorado.

It is more difficult to clearly define a single most severe sustained drought in the West

Region. The longest drought for both the West and cell R7 series occurred in the 1840's

although larger run -sums were reached in other droughts of shorter duration:

Drought Years Run Sums

1843 -1848 0.49

1653 -1655 0.62

1782 -1783 0.50

In addition, it is clear from Figure 1 -17b that if the criterion for a drought year was slightly

relaxed, the droughts of 1929 -1931 and 1933 -1935 for cell R7 would be considered as a single,

seven -year drought lasting from 1929 -1935. Indeed, as discussed earlier, Earle and Fritts

(1986) identified the 1930's as the most severe low -flow period since A.D. 1560 in their

reconstruction of streamflow for the Sacramento River. As shown by Figure 1 -8, however,

the plot by Earle and Fritts (1986) clearly identifies the 1840's as a period unique for the

duration of drought above a certain severity level. Michaelsen et al., (1987) also identify this

period, 1841 -1845, as the driest 5 -year period in central California (Table 1 -1),

A practical hydrologic consideration in attempting to quantify drought regionally is the

spatial distribution of droughts within the region relative to major runoff -producing areas.

A map of drought severity for individual cells in the two drought years of 1670 and 1843

illustrates two radically different spatial patterns for regional drought (Figure 1 -18). These
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two years were chosen because they represent the most severe (largest run -sum) single years'

drought within what has been tentatively identified as the most severe sustained droughts in

the Southwest (1667 -1670) and West (1843 -1848) regions. Filled circles represent inferred

drought and their size corresponds to the 99% (largest), 95% and 80% (smallest) exceedance

probability in cell- average tree growth. For example, from Figure 1-18 (top), cell- average

growth for cell 05 in southern Arizona was at a level exceeded more than 99% of the years

from 1600 -1962. Open circles on Figure 1-18 mark cells with above normal growth, implying

anomalously wet conditions. Blank cells indicate growth above the long -term median value

and open cells with an "X" marks those with growth above the 99% exceedance probability

(very wet).

The 1670 drought (Figure 1-18, top) is characterized by the greatest drought severity

centrally located within the western half of the Southwest region; the West region was also

affected. The maximum hydrologic effect would probably be on watersheds from central

Arizona across the Sierras of central California. Water supplies derived from areas as far

apart as the Colorado Rockies and the Sierras of central California would likely suffer from

such a drought. A steep northwest -southeast gradient to wetter than normal conditions is

inferred toward the far northern part of the West region. A plausible meteorological regime

associated with this drought would be a northerly displaced storm track with a persistent

cool- season ridge centered over the area of most intense drought.

The 1843 drought (Figure 1 -18, bottom) presents a sharp east -west contrast in growth

anomalies and inferred moisture conditions. The affected area is almost exclusively in the

West region with each cell in drought by at least the 80% exceedance criterion. Cells in the

Southwest, in contrast, are inferred to be generally wetter than normal, and much more so

in the Rocky Mountain area of northern Colorado. A persistent ridge, probably narrow in

longitudinal extent, along the west coast is a plausible meteorological scenario for this

drought. Another possibility is a ridge in the eastern North Pacific whose effects on

suppression and diversion of storms did not extend far enough inland to affect states east of

Nevada and California. The very wet conditions in the Colorado Rockies could have possibly

resulted from the movement of storms southeastward from Canada and the Pacific northwest

with intensification over the Rockies. The dry tier of cells along the southern boundary of
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Figure 1 -18. Map showing severity of drought by individual cells in year 1670 (Top) and 1843
(Bottom). Filled circles indicate cell- average tree -ring indices with following exceedance
possibilities: 0.99 < r extremely dry; 0.95 < r < = 0.99 very dry; 0.80 < r < = 0.95 dry; r
< 0.50 wetter than normal; r < 0.05 very wet. Cells left blank are drier (lower index) than
the median value but not the 80% exceedance probability as a drought threshold. Solid black
cells contain no tree ring data.
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the Southwest region suggests that movement of storms and moisture from the Southwest
under the ridge was probably not the source of wetness in Colorado.

Speculation on the circulation anomalies associated with the mapped patterns of
cell- average tree growth anomalies should be tempered by consideration of uncertainties in

the resolution of climatic signals in tree -ring data. The size of the two regions is large enough

to encompass areas with different seasonal distribution of precipitation, varying from almost

all winter precipitation in California to a sizeable warm - season component in eastern New

Mexico and Colorado. A very dry winter over both regions, followed by a wet spring and

early summer in the southern part of the study area is another combination that cannot be
ruled out in relation to conditions shown on the 1670 map (Figure 1 -18, top).

Biologically induced autocorrelation in the tree -ring data is another source of
uncertainty. In this study we have chosen not to "whiten" or remove autocorrelation from the

tree -ring series because of the possibility that this procedure could remove the signal for
climatic variations characterized by recurrent dry years. We have attempted to minimize the

effect of such persistence on our conclusions by evaluating the tree -ring series in relative
terms -e.g., longest "n- year -run" -which should allow a valid comparison of the modern part
of the work with the earlier part.

Finally, all tree -ring chronologies are not equal indicators of climate. Our approach
has been to maximize the spatial coverage of the tree -ring data by using all available

chronologies except those known from previous studies to be suspect for drought
reconstructions. Undoubtedly this would not be the best approach if the objective were to

derive a least -squares estimate of a specific climatic variable. Since the focus here was on

extreme drought, even series with a weak signal across a full range of climatic variation may

be useful. The fact that a series crossdates implies correspondence of narrow rings with those

from other sites and so, a drought signal. The advantage of using all available data is, of

course, to minimize local noise in the data.
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Low -Flow Periods in Major Water Supply Regions

for Southern California

The grid -cell based reconstruction presented above, while useful for delineating spatial

patterns of drought, is not ideal for quantifying hydrologic drought where the focus is water

supply for major metropolitan centers of the Southwest. Such an objective would require

carefully designed field collections in all major runoff- producing areas. Although it is outside

the scope of this study to undertake new basin -specific reconstructions, much can be learned

from existing reconstructions, particularly for the water supply of the metropolitan areas in

Southern California.

The Los Angeles area draws much of its supply from two source regions: the Upper

Colorado River Basin, and northern California (Getches, this volume). In this section we

examine jointly two hydrologic tree -ring reconstructions for informationon extended low -flow

periods in two source runoff areas for the Los Angeles water supply -- the Upper Colorado

River Basin and the Sierra Nevada of California. The corresponding tree -ring studiesare by

Stockton and Jacoby (1976) for the Colorado River at Lee Ferry, and Earle and Fritts (1986)

for the Four Rivers (Sacramento, Feather, Yuba and American) index of northern California.

Some background on these studies has been given previously in this chapter. The two

tree -ring reconstructions give an alternative and, in terms of water supply, more useful picture

of SSD than the grid -cell based reconstruction: both reconstructions were conducted

specifically to maximize the signal for annual runoff, and both extend back beyond the AD.
1600 date reached by the grid -cell reconstruction to AD. 1560 and AD. 1520 for the Four

Rivers and Lee Ferry locations, respectively.

The buffering effect of artificial storage, both in surface reservoirs and aquifers,

dictates that droughts must extend over several years to have a damaging economic impact

on the metropolitan Southern California water users. As recommended in the June 8 -9, 1989,

meeting of the Severe Sustained Drought group in Boulder, CO, we have adopted the 20-year

moving average of reconstructed annual flow as the data unit to be analyzed for drought.

This is not to say that shorter droughts of great intensity may not cause great hardship in

some parts of the study area, particularly those not tied in to distribution facilities of major

water supply entities. A sustained shortage over a period of 20 years or longer, however,
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would most likely stress supplies where many different contingency plans exist for dealing with

droughts lasting only a few years.

Twenty-year moving averages for both reconstructions are shown in Figure 1 -19. In

the post -1600 period, both series corroborate results of the grid -cell based runs analysis in

pointing to the 1670's in the Southwest region and the 1840's in the West region as periods

of unusually severe drought. Interestingly, however, the years before AD. 1600 hold by far

the lowest reconstructed 20 -year flows on the Colorado River. The most severe sustained

droughts as 20 -year moving average reconstructed flows were as follows for the two series:

Colorado R. at Lee Ferry 1579 -1598 10.95 maf

Four Rivers Index 1918 -1937 13.55 maf

Considering that the long term mean of the Lee Ferry reconstruction is 13.5 maf the

most severe, sustained drought represents a cumulative deficiency of 51 maf over 20 years.

The designation of the above periods as the most severe sustained droughts is much more

uncertain for the Four Rivers reconstruction than the Colorado River. While the plots in

Figure 1 -19 clearly show the 1579 -1598 period as drier than any other on the Colorado, they

show the Four Rivers area as having experienced a drought in the 1840's only slightly less

severe than the 1918 -1937 period. In addition, as mentioned later, the regression statistics

imply that the Colorado River reconstruction is probably more accurate than the Four Rivers

reconstruction.

A comparison suggests a complicated and irregular synchrony between 20 -year average

flow departures in the UCRB and northern California. The annual series of both the actual

and reconstructed data are essentially uncorrelated. Correlation coefficients for Four Rivers

vs Colorado River at Lee Ferry are shown below:

r = 0.16, actual series, 1906 -1985

r = 0.06, reconstructed series, 1906 -1961

r = 0.05, reconstructed series, 1650 -1961

The lack of significant correlation should not be interpreted as evidence that drought

occurrence over the two watersheds is unrelated. Instead, the correlations reflect periods of

same -sign anomalies interspersed with periods of opposite -sign anomalies. For example, 1580

begins a period in which 35 consecutive 20 -year moving averages are below normal in both
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Figure 1 -19. Twenty-year moving averages of reconstructed annual flow for the Colorado
River at Lee Ferry, AZ (top), and the Four Rivers Index of California. Data are plotted at
the beginning year of each 20 -year period.
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watersheds. The 1579 -1598 drought on the Colorado River coincided with the third lowest

non -overlapping 20 -year mean flow on the Four Rivers index. A similar- length stretch of

same -size anomaly (dry) begins about 1640. Periods of contrasting anomaly are also evident,

indicating that drought in one watershed does not necessarily imply drought in the other.

On the time scale of four centuries examined here, there is clearly an occasional

synchrony in drought occurrence between the watersheds studied. Synchrony may also exist

on time scales longer than our data can reveal. Climate change, whether due to increasing

levels of atmospheric carbon dioxide or other influences, could conceivably produce

monotonic trends in decadal rainfall totals over large regions and on longer time scales than

reflected by tree -ring data or gaged streamflow records. The conversion of ring widths to

tree -ring indices involves removal of any trend on the order of one -half the length of the

tree -ring series itself, which guarantees that the curves in Figure 1 -19 would not reveal such

a climate trend even if it had occurred.

The terms of the Colorado River Compact specify that no less than 75 maf will be

delivered at Lee Ferry in any consecutive 10 -year period (see Getches, this volume). For this

reason, 10 -year moving averages of the Lee Ferry reconstruction are of particular interest.

Non -overlapping 10 -year means of the reconstruction beginning in 1521, 1531, ..., 1951 are

graphed in Figure 1 -20 along with similar averages for the actual natural flow series as

provided by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation. The droughts of the 1580's- 1590's and the

1660's again are prominent, the earlier especially so for its combined intensity and duration.

Some measure of the uncertainty in tree -ring reconstructions is hinted at by the fact that the

lowest observed and reconstructed 10 -year means in Figure 1 -20 for the current century do

not coincide: the reconstruction points to 1951 -60, the actual data to 1931 -40. The

differences are small and not surprising given the margin of error in the reconstruction (see

below).

The designation of "lowest" reconstructed 10 -year mean depends on the yearly

grouping. The "1" year of each decade was used to begin each 10 -year period in Figure 1 -20

because the minimum flow in the actual natural -flow series happened to occur in 1931 -40.

The minimum non -overlapping 10 -year- average reconstructed flow by this grouping as shown

in Figure 1 -20 is 11.0 maf for 1581 -1590. In terms of running 10 -year means, however, the
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Figure 1-20. Non-overlapping ten-year means of reconstructed and actual annual natural flow
for the Colorado River at Lee Ferry, Arizona. Beginning years of each 20-year period are
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lowest value is 9.71 maf for 1584 -1593. Whether the implied 10 -year total natural flow of

97.1 maf would lead to noncompliance with the Compact terms specifying delivery of 75 maf

of course depends on the 10 -year total depletions for the period. These depletions would

reduce the 97.1 maf by some unknown amount depending on water use in the Upper Basin.

A discussion of the expected future Upper Basin depletions is beyond the scope of this paper.

We emphasize that the plots shown in Figures 1 -19 and 1 -20, while expressed in the

proper units for streamflow, are merely estimates of streamflow. Such estimates represent

our best possible information on what streamflow conditions may have been, but the inherent

uncertainty should always be kept in mind. The magnitude of the uncertainty for

reconstructed values in individual years is appreciable: the standard error of the estimate is

about 5 1/2 maf for the Four Rivers reconstruction, and 2 maf for the Lee Ferry

reconstruction. It is reasonable, however, to expect somewhat less uncertainty in values

averaged over several years. For example, a simple regression of 10 -year running means of

observed Lee Ferry flow versus the reconstructed flow yields a standard error of 0.46 maf,

only slightly more than 25% of the standard error of the annual reconstructed values.

Conclusions

1. Tree -ring data are useful in quantifying the drought history of the West and

Southwest regions because growth of properly collected specimens have been repeatedly

shown by many investigators to have a strong statistical relationship to, and provide

single -year resolution of moisture anomalies.

2. A runs analysis of tree -ring data conducted specifically for this study indicates that

severe sustained droughts, 1600 -1962, are occasionally synchronous between the West and

Southwest regions. This synchrony is also suggested by comparing the timing of droughts in

streamflow reconstructions between two major water supply areas for southern California:

the Four Rivers area and the Upper Colorado River Basin.

3. The most severe sustained droughts determined by the runs analysis were

1667 -1670 in the Southwest and 1843 -1848 in the West. These droughts were longer, but

only by 1 year and 3 years respectively, than the longest droughts identified by the same

measure in the 20th century.



4. Periods in the few centuries before A.D. 1600 may have experienced more severe

droughts than those under item 3 above. Spatial coverage of tree -ring data becomes too

sparse to gain a detailed picture but reconstructions for the Upper Colorado River Basin and

Four Rivers Index of central California point to the following as the worse droughts in terms

of 20 -year moving averages of reconstructed flow:

1579 -1598 on the Colorado River at Lee Ferry, Arizona

(Avg. flow 10.95 million acre feet)

1918 -1937 for the Four Rivers Index

(Avg. flow 13.55 million acre feet)

5. Individual droughts in the tree -ring record within the study area differed greatly

in spatial characteristics. The size of the regions is such that regional drought measures may

be misleading if used for water supply evaluations. For this purpose emphasis should be

directed toward the smaller spatial scale of major runoff -producing areas.

6. Climate change is an additional factor adding uncertainty to the estimation of likely

future drought extremes. Natural climatic variability alone, however, is sufficiently large to

pose possible problems for future water supply in the semi -arid regions of the southwestern

United States.
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Appendix 1 -1

Location and Elevation of Tree -Ring Sites and Species Used to Develop

Chronologies for Grid -Cell Reconstructions

006 182640 WALNUT CANYON
007 151000 BETATAKIN CANYON
007 091000 CANYON DE CHELLY
007 951000 DEAD JUNIPER WASH
007 113000 DINNEBITO WASH
007 246620 HARD ROCK
007 123000 KANE SPRING
007 423099 MILK RANCH POINT
007 133099 NAVAJO MOUNTAIN
007 132099 NAVAJO MOUNTAIN
007 132000 NAVAJO MOUNTAIN
007 461103 NAVAJO NATIONAL MONUMENT
007 183099 SHONTO PLATEAU
007 081000 SPIDER ROCK
007 433000 TSEGI POINT ROAD
007 101099 TSEH -YA -KIN CANYON
007 141008 WHITE CANYON
008 502649 EMERY - LINK
008 285620 LA SAL MOUNTAINS A
008 124629 MYTOWN
008 123540 NINE MILE CANYON
009 277550 UINTA MOUNTAIN A
009 280620 UINTA MOUNTAIN D
P06 435649 HUALAPAI MTNS
P06 329540 HUALAPAI PEAK
P06 180629 RED BUTTE
P06 453000 RED BUTTE H
P07 130649 BRYCE - WATER CANYON
P07 131549 BRYCE CANYON
P07 JLK649 JACOB LAKE
P07 KBE630 KAIBAB PLATEAU
P07 632620 LITTLE WOLF PASS
P07 PANST9 PANACA SUMMIT
P07 617629 PARIA PLATEAU
P07 528647 WATER CANYON - ALTON
P08 CON639 CONNERS PASS
PO8 DCW639 DUCK CREEK RANGE WEST
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PIPO 2072M
PSME 2042M
PSME 1828M
JUSP 1920M
PIED 1920M
PISP 1920M
PIED 1966M
PIED 2200M
PIED 2286M
PIPO 2377M
PIPO 2377M
PSME 2012M
PIED 2134M
PSME 1905M
PIED 2196M
PSME 1951M
PSME 1859M
PIPO 2606M
PIED 2323M
PIED 2195M
PSME 1829M
PCEN 3353M
PIED 2286M
PIPO 2303M
PSME 1900M
PISP 2012M
PIED 1940M
PIPO 2000M
PSME 2528M
PIPO 2310M
PIED 2100M
PISP 1800M
PIMO 2090M
PIED 1860M
PIPO 2097M
MIX 2600M
PIMO 2272M



P08 ERW630 EGAN RANGE WEST NV PIMO 2200M
P08 HCR630 HORSE CANYON RANCH NV PIMO 2333M
P08 PEX639 PONY EXPRESS NV PIMO 2425M
P09 PQPST9 PEQUAP SUMMIT NV PIMO 2270M
P09 WHS639 WHITE HORSE SUMMIT NV PIMO 2100M
Q05 005520 KEEN CAMP SUMMIT CA PSMA 1463M
006 006649 BALDWIN LAKE SOUTH CA PIPO 2073M
Q06 085651 CLARK MOUNTAIN CA ABCO 2195M
006 524520 SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CA PSMA 1463M
M05 151540 SILVER SPRINGS NM PSME 2438M
M05 529547 WOFFORD + CLOUDCROFT NM PSME 2728M
M06 CLCST9 CLINES CORNER NM PIED 0215M
M06 343099 GLORIETTA MESA NM PIED 2164M
M06 353000 RUIDOSA RIDGE NM PIED 2286M

PSME 2835MM08 115549 CHICAGO CREEK CO
M08 120549 SALIDA (SAL) CO PSME 2195M
M08 121549 SALIDA A CO PSME 2164M
M09 515200 HORSETOOTH SUMMIT & RESERVOIR CO MIX 1905M
M09 NWR000 NIWOT RIDGE CO PCEN 3700M
M09 533000 OWL CANYON CO PIED 1859M
N05 014549 ORGAN MOUNTAINS - SITE #3 NM PSME 2438M
N05 194000 RAINY MESA -SAN FRAN. RIVER BASIN NM PSME 2741M
N06 323000 AGUA FRIA CREEK NM PIED 2195M

PIPO 2225MN06 292000 EL MORRO NM
N06 283000 FORT WINGATE NM PIED 2267M

PIPO 2164MN06 642649 LOS ALAMOS NM
N06 161000 SATAN PASS NM PSME 2286M
N06 273000 TURKEY SPRINGS NM PIED 2377M
N06 272000 TURKEY SPRINGS NM PIPO 2377M
N07 157549 ANTONTTO (ANT/B) CO PSME 2621M
N07 839400 AZTEC & DITCH CANYON NM JUSP 2088M
N07 839100 AZTEC & DITCH CANYON NM PSME 2088M
N07 061099 BOBCAT CANYON CO PSME 2042M
N07 013099 DITCH CANYON NM PIED 2073M
N07 012099 DITCH CANYON NM PIPO 2073M
N07 463000 DOLORES CO PIED 2195M

PSME 2286MN07 472540 DOLORES CO
N07 171099 ECHO AMPHITHEATER NM PSME 2042M
N07 073099 PUEBLITO CANYON NM PIED 2103M
N07 532547 SCHULMAN OLD TREES CO PSME 2103M
NO8 118629 BLACK CANYON (BLK/A) CO PISP 2530M
NOS 117549 BLACK CANYON - GUNNISON CO PSME 2426M
NO8 112540 EAGLE (EAG) CO PSME 1951M
NO8 113620 EAGLE EAST CO PIED 2164M
N08 116549 GUNNISON UPPER CO PSME 2530M
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N09 110549 NEW NORTH PARK (N -NPK) CO PSME 2469M
005 433549 ESCUDILLA - PADDY CREEK AZ PSME 3200M
005 139549 SANTA CATALINA - HIGH AZ PSME 2774M
006 159640 DEFIANCE EAST AZ PIPO 2316M
006 158540 DEFIANCE WEST AZ PSME 2133M
006 140214 FLAGSTAFF AZ PIPO 2225M
006 413000 JACK'S CANYON AZ PIED 1951M
006 138549 MOGOLLON RIM AZ PSME 2284M
006 177640 NUTRIOSO AZ PIED 2385M
006 232000 SHOW LOW GRAVEL PITS AZ PIPO 2073M
008 MDY639 MOODY MOUNTAIN, NEVADA NV PIPO 2200M
Q08 PTSST9 PETE'S SUMMIT NV PIMO 2335M
008 WLL639 WALL CANYON NV PIPO 2500M
Q09 JARSTD JARBIDGE CANYON NV JUSC 1852M
Q09 024629 LAMOILLE CANYON NV PIED 2286M
Q09 RMS639 RUBY MOUNTAINS SOUTH NV PIMO 2400M
R06 003520 MILL CREEK SUMMIT CA PSMA 1524M
R06 PIUSTD PIUT E MOUNTAIN CA PIJE 1975M
R06 SORSTD SORREL PEAK CA PIJE 2165M
R07 BUESTD BUENA VISTA CA PIJE 2280M
R07 DDFSTD DEVIL'S DANCE FLOOR CA PIJE 2018M
R07 KAISTD KAISER PASS CA JUOC 2716M
R07 048668 LOG CABIN MINE RD. - TIOGA PASS CA JUSP 2591M
R07 048579 LOG CABIN MINE RD. - TIOGA PASS CA PIJE - 2591M
R07 044579 SHERWIN SUMMIT - NEW ROAD CA PIMO 2042M
R08 BRYST9 BRYANT CREEK CA PIMO 2060M
R08 DONSTD DONNER SUMMIT CA PIJE 2265M
R08 LEMSTD LEMON CANYON CA PUE 1859M
RO8 SNOSTD SNOWWHITE RIDGE CA PIPO 5680F
R09 ANTST D ANTELOPE LAKE CA PIPO 1480M
R09 DALSTD DALTON RESERVOIR CA PIPO 1493M
R09 HAGSTD HAGER BASIN RESERVOIR CA JUOC 1524M
R09 JAGST D JACKSON MOUNTAINS NV JUOC 2050M
R09 760008 SUSANVILLE CA PIPO 1829M
SO8 BLUSTD BLUE BANKS CA PIJE 1598M
S08 FELSTD FELKNER RIDGE CA PILA 1494M
SO8 HAGSTD HELL'S HALF ACRE CA PIJE 1922M
SO8 SJMSTD ST. JOHN MOUNTAIN CA PIPO 1555M
S09 SHRSTD SHARP MOUNTAIN CA JUOC 1417M
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